Firstly, I was called Bisanukuri Samson. I come from a thousand hills country called Rwanda located in east Africa, a member of team no 63 in global enterprise experience. I was happy with global enterprise experiences because of incredible important experiences I got from it.

At the beginning I met my lecturer Pierre SINDAMBIWE who advised to enroll in global enterprises experiences after understanding it well, I tried to enroll. After getting the message of girbertson welcoming me in competition and he explained more detail about the competition and sent my Bio on 20th march 2016 after that I received a message from girbertson who welcomed me in my team no 63, continuously, on second April, 2016. I received a message from my team leader sasha who welcomed me in team and we began to interact and knowing each other in team by starting to expose the proposed idea that is profitable and foster social cohesion. I learnt many things but one idea he explained is that there is no bad idea this encouraged me, I started to think during my journey toward my home. I take a look on waste transported by rain fall and those come from house work then I say no bad ideas. How can we transform those wastes into fertilizers? So I make a research and I saw that Rwandan people need to increase production in order to avoid malnutrition and poverty. I decide to that idea in our team ideas discussion.

Unfortunately my first conversation with my beloved team headed by Sasha Hayman from New Zealand, I began to feel happy to interact the people around the world as my objective before involving in global enterprise. It was hard to think and explain an idea that can be accepted by all my team members. I tried to explain more about the idea of transformation of waste into fertilizers in Rwanda by targeting women aged 24-45 in Rwanda who are mostly engaged in agricultural sector. This encouraged me to make many research about it and I wrote down an argument with references to prove my ideas feasibility and social cohesion foster and my idea became accepted hence my experience, goals and love of global experience rise in me. I met with best team members such as linda, neeta, etc and my team leader Sasha. I learnt how to organize, I also learnt about leadership, controlling and coordination based on her good leadership (Sasha).

We worked together but after we got challenges of 3 members who moved from the competition during project draft plan so we didn’t become discouraged, we continue to work hard and I tried to encourage my team members via communication to come up with the task plan and I finished mine on time and my tasks covered a big part of the whole plan based on my research, fact and references of our project plan.

So I tried to work hard in order to help my team to prepare the project that will win the competition as our objective but the task was not easy because sometime I lacked internet connection in my college but I tried to resolve this issue by using both computer at internet seller point and phones as well as I spent money to go to cyber cafe to be online at the right time with my team members to avoid a gap.

I got an experience to expose many ideas in my team by focusing on waste transformation so I tried to convince my team members how my project is feasible, profitable and foster social cohesion finally they accept it, this gave an experience that there is no bad idea and that every idea rise in every one’s mind is an opportunity to create the best ones. And I rise an idea of naming our group. I exposed the name ‘the transformers’ and it became accepted and our team members added the visionary finally our group name became “the visionary transformers”.

At the beginning it was difficult to me to know how use the communication system like Google doc and bitrix 24 because I was the first time to use them and little by little I become experienced in using them. At the beginning I understood that global enterprise experience was for a competition only but after my involvement I saw that global experience is the channel way of world people interaction, working together and to increase the research skills, time management, working together with many people with no racism to achieve the same goals. My group have different culture, world view, the level of wealth and poverty and access to the internet is different this gave me strength to work hard to avoid my absence online irrespective of my low access to the internet in my college.

The competition built in me much love of global enterprise experiences and I will continue mobilization to the University student and other interested people to join this competition next year and during my stay in this competition I tried to explain and encourage my fellow student to write down their journals because some of them didn’t care about it because they think only on the final report. so this give me experience that I can involve in leadership through my commitment.

To sum up, I got many important experience in Global enterprise experience in the field of leadership, coordination, researching, collaboration, information, communication and technology and project planning. Many thanks to global enterprise experience board, my team members and my lecturer Pierre SINDAMBIWE.
Your faithfully, global enterprise

BY BISANUKURI Samson Gee team no 63
done in RWANDA, 21st April, 2016